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morning human creativity is most active, facilitate your brain; read
the ad contents in subways and then combine with an idea to store as
your own information or tell yourself a story using the person in
front of you as the subject. Lastly, you may conduct self-development
training like learning a proverb by heart or a foreign word a day.
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Contract Made with French
Automotive Group PSA

Homepage Updated

Trend of our Company exports for complete
vehicle manufacturers

functions in automobiles. ICS is also a high value-added

On 1st July, the company’s foundation day, our company

product manufactured only by a few advanced companies

updated some of its homepage (www.mobis.co.kr). The

in the world, and domestically is manufactured only by

up d at e d h om e p a g e fo c u s e s on prov i d i n g m ore

o u r c omp a ny. We p l a n t o m a nu - f a c t u re I C S i n

intuitional information by creating a corporate image

MTJ(Tianjin MOBIS Automotive Parts Co., Ltd) and

symbolic of a global auto parts maker as well as by

step with fast changing recent trends centered on

supply these to PSA’s plants in France so that this large

restructuring menus. It has also been supplemented in

mobiles. For this, we are seeking methods to improve for

automotive group can apply the systems to Peugeot

the area of explanation of products and R&D so that

better ser vice, using internal committee hearings

models, main production of which is scheduled for 2017.

ordinary consumers may recognize HYUNDAI MOBIS

consumer surveys and consulting of related departments.

On August 19, our company entered into a contract for

This contract is very meaningful in that our company

as a friendly company and at the same time improve user

Meanwhile, HYUNDAI MOBIS’ overseas corporations

ICS(Integrated Center Stack) supply - amounting to 22

explored the French market for complete vehicles. By this,

convenience when searching parts-related information.

are also going to build homepages that introduce their

billion Korean won with France’s leading automotive

we not only have enhanced our global competitiveness,

In the meantime, the homepage will gradually extend in

business line and contain employment information.

group PSA Peugeot Citroën. ICS, which is a device to

but also secured the possibility of further orders. At the

control an automobile’s various multimedia functions and

same time, it has demonstrated that HYUNDAI MOBIS is

air conditioning system, is gaining more importance

recognized for its competitiveness in terms of quality and

worldwide in line with the evolution of multimedia

technology, in parallel with global leaders.

(Unit: million USD)

2010

US$1,170 million

2011
2012
2013
2014

US$1,820 million
US$2,650 million
US$2,260 million
US$2,830 million

2015 Global Compliance Conference Held
European countries.

MBJ: Beijing MOBIS Automotive Parts Co., Ltd

This conference, starting from the opening address of

Chinese Corporations Conduct Orientation
for New Employees

Executive Vice President Cho Man-Young of Planning
Office, dealt with contents related with the company’s
compliance; seminar in linkage with legal affairs

In August, HYUNDAI MOBIS corporations in China

corporations at home and abroad, presentation of

conducted an orientation for new employees. This event

English contracts by in-house lawyer of MAL(MOBIS

took place at a resort area in Beijing for four days from

Alabama, LLC), introduction of compliance-supporting
space for overseas corporations out of head office’s work

August 10 to 14, and was attended by 66 new employees
from MBJ, MTJ(Tianjin MOBIS Automotive Parts Co.,

Our company held ‘2015 Global Compliance Conference᾽

assistance system.

Ltd) and MCJ(cangzhou HYUNDAI MOBIS Automotive

from September 14 to 16. This event, hosted and

Global Compliance Conference - held first this year - is

Parts Co., Ltd).

organized by Legal Team for the purpose of letting the

expected to contribute to building of communication

Major programs of the orientation included a range of

head office’s major compliance policies known, training

ch an nel s b e t we e n t he he a d of f i c e and ove rs e a s

professional courses, exchange time between each

and exchange of opinions, was attended by 10 in-house

corporations, raising of compliance consciousness

corporation, a variety show, a field tour and icebreaking

who became new social members, Taking diverse and

lawyers and legal affairs personnel from the company’s

among the employees as well as enhancing their ability to

sessions. This event was of great help to new employees

colorful memories with them.

major overseas corporations such as China, the US and

cope with legal risks.
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MNA: MOBIS North America

MNA Holds 2015 MOBIS DAY

‘All-New Avante AD’ Reborn

On August 9th, the last day of summer vacation, MNA invited

On September 9, HYUNDAI Motor Company held an

up a strong brand power

employees of Ohio and Michigan plants and their families to

official launching event for ‘All-New Avante AD᾽ at

as the country’s repre-

join together as part of MOBIS DAY. MNA, which supplies

HYUDAI-KIA Motors Namyang R&D Center, attended

senting car model for 25

chassis modules to FCA’s (Fiat Chrysler Automobiles) jeep

by Vice C hair man Yang Wo ong-C hu l, comp any

years. All-New Avante

makers, has been organizing MOBIS DAY every year bringing

personnel and some 300 reporters, and at the same time

A D, e v o l v i n g a s t h e

together employees of these two plants and their families in

kicked off its sales campaign. On this day, HYUNDAI

6th-generation model, is featured by the best level

order to boost teamwork and bonds through friendly sports

Motor held a new car launching event extraordinarily at

commerciality in the whole areas of design, economy,

games between the two. In this event, employees of MNA and

Namyang R&D Center- its key facility for automobile

driving performance and safety.

their families enjoyed friendly games of football, foot

R&D - and revealed major driving test fields that All-

Following the start of the domestic launch, HYUNDAI

volleyball, volleyball and various recreations together, and

New Avante AD underwent while developed. This

Motor is going to introduce this new model to major

appreciated the significance of the workplace and family.

demonstrates HYUNDAI Motor’s effort and passion

countries across the world including the US from the

towards developing the world's No.1 quality automobiles.

second half of this year, as a drive for overseas market

In retrospect, five years since 2010 has seen the rebirth of

development.

this model with the same name of AVANTE that has built

MTR: MOBIS Automotive and Module Industry A.S

MTR Conducts 6 Sigma Green Belt Training

Dynamic Energy: Bold New Exterior Design for
Next-generation KIA Sportage

Recently, four engineers from MTR completed 6 Sigma

angle. Echoing the contrast of smooth and sharp shapes

Green Belt Training, which since March 2015 has been

found on some of the most iconic modern fighter jets, the

provided by an external educational institute in Istanbul -

Sportage creates visual harmony out of the tension

the greatest metropolitan city in Turkey.

between sharp, defined feature lines and smooth surfacing.

MTR always seeks to provide external education for

The ‘face’ of the all-new Sportage represents the biggest

personal and professional development of the employees.

change to the car’s design, with the car’s headlamps no

On the other hand, they are committed to contributing to

KIA Motors has revealed the first official exterior images

longer integrated with the grille for the new model, instead

the company by developing quality-focused and cost-

of the all-new KIA Sportage, featuring an attractive new

sweeping back along the outer edges of the more sharply-

saving projects in parallel to the training completed.

design. This model made its global debut at the Frankfurt

detailed bonnet and bolder wheel arches. Immediately

International Motor Show on 15 September, 2015.

recognisable as a KIA, the Sportage’s lower, wider ‘tiger-

Entering its fourth-generation, the all-new KIA Sportage

nose’ grille adds more volume to the lower half of the

features a bold, progressive design, with the vehicle’s

Sportage’s face, resulting in a more imposing appearance

designers creating a sense of power and agility from every

and a more stable-looking stance.
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Motors, and Ihwa Chassis Module Plant manufactures
front/rear chassis modules, those for engine/transmission

Visiting the Ihwa Plant

the Pioneer of Auto
Modules
Ihwa Plant is the only one in our module plants that
manufactures complete chassis modules, a frame type
module. Located at Hwaseong city, Gyeonggi-do, the plant
manufactures cockpits (for driver seats) and chassis
modules to supply to Kia Motors, Hwaseong Plant.

and complete chassis modules for supplies to KIA Motors
Hwaseong Plant 1. 560,000 module units a year (as of
2014) are supplied to KIA Motors Hwaseong Plant,
situated 5kms away, through exclusive delivery trucks.
Our Key Module Plant, Ihwa Plant

The module production and delivery method of Ihwa

The history of Ihwa Plant goes back to 2000 when it start-

Plant follows our company’s generally-applied JIS (Just In

ed bulk production of cockpit modules for Sportage in

Sequence) system, which manufactures modules and

KIA Motors’ Hwaseong Plant and it has been playing a

parts at the same time for complete vehicles with no

leading role in module production ever since. The

s t o c k s re m ai n e d , an d c ont r i but e s t o i mprov e d

company moved to this place in August 2003 and has

productivity. Late supply of modules due to unexpected

become our company’s key module plant by accom-

problems may stop the production lines for complete

modating chassis module lines from Poseung plant in

vehicles and so the management has not only prepared

2009 and 2012.

emergency plans, but also the whole staff of Ihwa Plant

Ihwa Plant is divided into two parts: Ihwa Module Plant

work hard to produce perfect quality.

an d I hw a C h a ss i s Mo du l e Pl ant , b ot h of w h i ch
manufacture parts for five models: Sorento, Mohave, K3,
K5 and K7. The Ihwa Module Plant, which manufactures
cockpit modules and chassis modules, operates seven
lines in total, delivering to Hwaseong Plant 1 (Mohave/
Sorento/K3), Plant 2 (K3) and Plant 3 (K5/K7) of Kia
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Interview

“I will pour my effort
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into strengthening staff
capabilities

Chassis Modules for Authentic
SUV Models with Frame Type Introduced

”

For manufacture of frame type complete chassis modules
for Mohave, unlike other module plants, Ihwa Chassis
Module Plant conducts assembly on conveyors with the

Ko Kyung-Seok,
General Manager of
Ihwa Module Production Team,
Ihwa Plant (Head of Ihwa Plant)

same shape of design factory as for complete vehicles.
Complete chassis modules applied for Mohave (frame
type modules) belong to Ihwa Plant’s core capability.
Complete chassis modules, supplied with fuel, are able to

did you come to Ihwa Plant?
Q. When
What did you do before?

assemble engines, transmissions, cooling systems,
steering and suspension equipment, exhaust systems and
fuel systems. Most SUVs in the current market have
monocoque type module plants, whereas Mohave with

Visiting the Ihwa
Plant

frame type is strong without distortion. In line with the
increase of outdoor population for camping and off road,

2002, I was engaged in module production at Poseung Plant and
A. Incontinued
my work here as its module lines were incorporated into the
Ihwa Plant. I worked at the companyʼs Slovak branch for four years where I was
responsible for module production and in February last year, I came back to the
Ihwa Plant. When I first came back I was surprised to find the systems and

Mohave’s strong car body continues to attract people’s
attention and popularity.

Ihwa Plant Preparing the Next Phase

In order to store and manufacture a diverse range of

In June this year, Ihwa Plant mass-produced cockpit and

engines and transmissions, Ihwa Plant runs an automatic

chassis modules for the new model K5 (project name JF).

warehouse, and engines/transmissions automatically

The main customer of Ihwa Plant is KIA Motors

delivered by the production plant? are supplied to main

Hwaseong Plant - KIA’ major plant and divided into three

lines via sublines and become parts of the complete

plants of 1, 2, 3 - and Ihwa Plant has a number of car

chassis module.

models for its manufacture and the workers are used to

Ihwa Plant has been securing module quality standard

work late in the evening.

through various quality assurance systems. It checks

“They sometimes get off work late due to heavy workload,

thoroughly regarding defect prevention, functionality

but I have failed to encourage them because I am not

inspection, bolting control, easy installation and keeps

good at expressing my emotions.”

electronic data related with production and quality in an

General Manager of Ihwa Module Production Team, Ko

effort to improve quality of complete vehicles.

Kyung-Seok, said he always felt sorry for team mates
experiencing hard times because of the workload. At the
same time, he hoped that all team mates who were always
doing their best for the company could further contribute
to its development.
Looking at the delivery vehicles busily travelling between
Ihwa Plant and Kia Motors Hwaseong Plant, I could
envisage how hard they continue to work. Staff who

capabilities of workers, and the level of managing in-house cooperating
companies in general had improved remarkably.
which area related with factory
Q. Inwork
do you pay the most attention?
Like other factories, safety comes first and personally I aim at the best
A. quality. For this, how to deal with defects is important but on my part, I
focus on identifying the expected problems in advance and on strengthening
preventive measures. Quality in module plants tends to be largely dependent
on each worker I mean, unlike other parts factories, module plants have certain
limits in automation and their quality is often decided by the workers. So, I focus
on continuously developing programs to prevent mistakes and improve work
efficiency.
which area do you put your special effort for harmony and
Q. Inunity
of the employees?
I try to communicate often. For example, we have a 5 minute ‘tea time’
A. everyday. I promised to have it every day but sometimes I miss it
(laughing). If we talk in an official meeting, we can become a bit stiff but over a
cup of coffee before the start of work, we can talk rather freely.
is your goal and commitment this year or what do
Q. What
you want to achieve as the head of the plant?

problem make me confident that Ihwa Plant will turn

will do my best to foster staff appropriate for the global era. I am going to
A. Isupport
staff to the best of my ability so that individual employees improve

over a new leaf as the world’s top auto module plant

their language and work capability as much as possible.

prepare for the next phase by improving even a minor

beyond Korea.
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Respect
and Love
My Friends

Real
Friend

written by Santosh kadaba(MPME)

written by Simay Ozdas(MTR)
Amar Shanbhag

Santosh kadaba

Best friends are truly responsible for

Through this article I want to thank

family dinners, and vacations are just

The first day when I started working

Our favourite hobby is playing cards.

making our life’s worth living. Not

him for all that he has done and been

some perks of having this guy around

at MTR, I was a little bit shy and it

So every week we have a party at their

only are they always up for fun

doing for me over the last 5 years. I

me. We talk about anything and

was time to start my HSE education.

home or outside. She is good at

experiences but they are also the ones

Thank him for being just as weird as I

everything around the world and also

When I entered the room I saw a

p l ay i ng c ard s , b e tt e r t h an h e r

who are there for us when we need

am - and enjoying every second of it.

we have our own heart-to hearts talk

really serious woman like a teacher.

husband.

them the most. I am sure everyone

He is someone I can drive around

ranging from personal matters to

But right now she is my best friend at

I didnt write her name but i am sure

will have a friend and Best Friend too.

with and sing every song at the top of

hard core spiritualism. Trust me this

MTR and now I can easily say that

that when my collegues will read they

A Best Friend stands apart from many

my lungs and also laugh my lungs out

guy is one load of fun to be with.

under the stance she has a very big

will directly guess that she is Tumay.

friends you might have and that is

for even the silliest jokes we crack.

I want to thank him for forgiving me

heart, both for good and bad days.

Tumay is HSE Assistant Manager at

because He/She is the best for you.

I thank him for not judging me. He

and being patient when we argue.

Day by day we started to talk. She

MTR and also my best friend. The

Like most of us I too have many,

can understand who I am enough to

Arguments happen in any relation-

also had some other friends but I felt

only thing I want and wish is that one

Infact many many friends of which

not need to judge me for anything. I

ship. We both take some time to cool

that she also liked spending time with

day I will hold their baby on my

on e p e r s on i s w h om I a d m i re ,

share more memories with him than

off, but afterwards things will be as if

me. Then we started to talk about our

hands and see the completion of the

respect and love unconditionally.

I can probably even recall. They keep

the argument never happened. At the

private life, problems,happinesses

last part this beautiful family.

The first reason I consider him as my

things interesting and fun. Without

end of the day, we fight with those we

and we became each others best

best friend is because he is the BEST.

t h e m I wou l d n’t h ave s o m any

care most about. Last but definitely not

friends.One day she invited me her

He is the force behind my success

amazing experiences to look back on.

the least I want to thank him for

home and she İntroduced me with

stor y. Usually people owe their

I want to thank him for going out of

breaking me out of my shell. He is the

her husband Serkan. Both of them

success to their Parents, Better halves

the way for me, even when it’s not

one who keeps pushing my boundaries

showed me how should be a real

or some tall figure that they call as a

convenient. He is one who believes in

but as long as I have him by my side I

friendship.

GODFATHER. But for me it is my

me and encourages me when I stray.

am not afraid of trying new things.

buddy.

He (and his family) consider me as
their own. I can walk into their house
without ringing the doorbell and no
one would bat an eye. Card games,

15

P.S. My Best Friend’s name is Amar Shanbhag

Tumay Duran

Simay Ozdas

Talk! Talk! Talk!
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Compiled by Editorial Room

In Turkey, marriage age is quite different depending
on t he re g i on , c u ltu re, p e opl e’s e du c at i ona l
Marriage is a knot-tieing event through which males

background and financial position. For example, people in

and females who have lived a different life make a

Anatolia have a tradition of getting married at early ages of

new family. It is not an exaggeration to say that May

14-15, whereas those in the Marmara area like Istanbul usually

with flowers in full blossom and October after the

get married at 27-28.

heat-wave are the most ideal periods for a wedding.

Comparing with other countries, India seems to have

This September+October issue deals with each

an earlier marriage age. Males get married at 25 and

country’s wedding customs and culture. Let’s have

females at 21 normally. Most Indians have traditional

a look at each country’s different wedding culture.

weddings even now like in the past. While India’s 30 states each
have different customs, it is common practice for a bridegroom

Intriguing Stories
about
Each Country’s
Wedding Customs

to wear a golden necklace to a bride in front of the guests.
China also is such a vast land that each area has
different wedding customs. For instance, in some
areas, wedding ceremonies should be done at lunch time only
and in other areas, they can be done in the evening. I
understand that in Korea wedding ceremonies take place many
times a day depending on time slot. But in China, only one
wedding ceremony takes place at a wedding hall. And five
● Kim Seong-cheol
KOREA

luxury cars are used at the same time to go to the wedding hall;
the front car with the couple and other cars with relatives or
friends. But these days, people prefer bicycles or a low price car
to a luxury car. Some young people even carry a handcart

Each Country’s Unique Tradition Melted in its

● Celil Celiker
TURKEY

Wedding Ceremonies

modern ones. In old times, men and women should be

Korea, there are more weddings in October compared to
from the mid 20s to the early 30s but these days marriage tends to

the shift of the period.
Korea’s traditional weddings are quite different from

It’s already October. Time flies so fast, doesn’t it? In
other months. Previously, people used to get married mainly

themselves. Wedding customs in China changing, reflecting

distinct according to Confucian ideas and most people got
● Li Xiang
CHINA

married by arrangement and there were allegedly some
instances in which a man and woman didn’t see each other’s

take place later. Females get married a bit earlier than males.

face until the wedding ceremony. During marriage talks,

Today, getting a job becomes harder and the prices are higher

marital compatibility was tested by sending a letter to the

compared to the past, even forcing some young people to give up
on marriage. When do weddings usually take place in your

● Dagmar Crlikova

CZECH REPUBLIC

country?

place at the bride’s home. At this time, the bridegroom donated

average, men get married at 33, while women do at 30.
were born before the 1980s used to get married before 25,
while those born after the 90s seem to get married at around 28.

the bridegroom-to-be. The wedding day was determined
usually by the bride’s family and the wedding ceremony took

In the Czech Republic, people tend to marry later. On
I am not sure of official statistical data but those who

house of the bride containing the birthday and birth hour of

a wooden wild goose to the bride’s home, as an expression of
● Jesukumar K
INDIA

single-minded devotion to the bride for a lifetime. Recently,
however, western-style weddings are held rather than
traditional ones. So, traditional Korean clothes are just worn

18
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As a feature of an Indian wedding, engagement occurs

during a reception or formal greetings f rom the

prior to the wedding. After the wedding, newlyweds

newlyweds after the wedding ceremony.
In Turkey, as in many other cultures, wedding is

visit homes of their parents and relatives to greet them and the

considered a matter of honor and pride for the

bride is set to live at the bridegroom’s home.

family. During the ceremony the couple signs the marriage

In Korea, there is a tradition known as ham. Before the

registration book in front of the mayor or an official acting

wedding, the bridegroom’s family sends a box called

on behalf of the mayor. As soon as the book is signed, the

ham - containing a marriage letter to the bride’s family from

bride and groom race each other to step upon the top of

the bridegroom’s family as well as wedding gifts - to her family.

his or her spouses shoe, which brings immediate cheers

Male friends of the bridegroom-to-be carry a box of presents

from each side of the family. The winner is believed to

from the groom to the bride’s family. The bride’s family is

dominate the family from that moment on. And on the

supposed to comfort them with liquor, food and money until

wedding day, the eldest brother of the bride ties a red

they arrive at the bride’s home. And yet recently, the wedding

ribbon around her waist, which signifies her virginity. It’s

ceremony and related events tend to become simple and as a

also customary to give the couple gifts such as gold

result, on the eve of the wedding, the bridegroom himself

bracelets, necklaces and other jewelry or gold coins.

either brings ham to the bride’s family or it is not done at all.
Turkey has a ritual called ‘Henna night’. The bride’s

Perhaps the best known Czech Republic wedding
tradition is baking wedding cakes and sweets. The

friends gather at her house, play music, dance, and

bride and her family make them together prior to the

sing. They also tint the bride’s finger or hand with henna. It’s

wedding day and distribute them to relatives, friends and

customary to sing sad songs of separation until the end of the

neighbors as an invitation to the wedding. Noisy cans are

night. On this night, the bride wears a long red dress. She is

pulled behind a car as a meaning to drive away the evil

also veiled. Red is the color of good luck and fortune in Turkish

spirits. After the ceremony, the groom’s buddies put on the

culture.

groom’s ankle a prison ball locked with a padlock. It

A Czech Republic bride has to wear on her wedding

represents man’s sins of his youth. The bride gets a glove

day, not just the wedding dress, but also something old,

and hacksaw and must liberate her husband to enter a new

something new, something borrowed, and something blue.

life unhampered.

Something old comes from a family heirloom, possibly jewelry
and something new means a new beginning in the couple’s life.

Peculiar Traditions on the Wedding Day

Something borrowed stems from wearing a piece from a friend

Wow, there are plenty of interesting customs.

who is already married. Blue symbolizes loyalty and a feature of

China has some particular practices on the

the bride’s purity and so at least she has to wear a blue bow

wedding day. On the eve of the wedding, the bride usually

though not all her clothing needs to be blue.

sleeps at a hotel. In the early hours of the wedding day, her

I believe marriage is a journey into the unknown world

friends go to the hotel and wait for the bridegroom with

of two souls hand in hand. As such, it’s so important.

her. The bride’s friends prevent the bridegroom from

Right, it’s like the unity of water and desert. Too much

entering her room, implying that they would not yield

water turns the desert into a swamp and too much

their close friend to other man. The bridegroom must pass

desert dries the water. So, there must be a balance in marriage.

them to bring the bride with him and softens the bride’s

Marriage must be one of the most beautiful moments

friends by giving some money or singing a song.

in our lives. And I think marriage has a very important
meaning to us. So, this time looking at each country’s marriage
has been very interesting and instructive to us.
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Written by Editorial Room

India is well known to us as a country where backpackers wish to
visit at least once during their lifetime and also as a country

1, 2 Landscape in Jodhpur
3 Haswa Mahal in Jaipur

through which we can reflect on ourselves. India, offering colors as
varied as spices has many gorgeous and pretty places attracting
tourists’ eyes. That's why we recommend a journey to India
following its colors. Let's start our journey to the Blue City, Pink
City, Golden City, White City to feel India's colors as they are.

India, A Country
Tinted with Colors
The Blue City, Jodhpur

The Pink City, Jaipur

Rajasthan state, located in the northwest of India, contains

The Pink City, the capital of Rajasthan state, is India’s

the most exotic, mysterious and beautiful sceneries in

first planned city. As India’s leading tourist destination

India. Particularly, four color cities tinted with blue, gold,

with rich historical heritages, it is called the Pink City

pink and white respectively are compelling to tourists.

because the whole city is tinted with pink. Every corner

Jodhpur has become famous in Korea as the background

of the city was painted with pink - symbolic of welcome

of the film Finding Mr. Destiny starring Im Soo-jung and

- to commemorate the visit of Edward, Prince of Wales

Gong Yoo. This place, full of blue color, is well suited to a

and Queen Victoria in 1876. 140 years have elapsed

romantic movie. The must-see site in Jodhpur is the

since then and naturally the city has now orange or red

Mehrangarh Fort needless to say. It means ‘Fort of Sun’.

tints instead of pink. Nevertheless, it is still called the

The summit of the Fort commands the view of Jodhpur at

Pink City in memory of its previous look.

a glance and there you may be stunned at the beautiful

Jaipur’s typical tourist destinations are the City Palace

scenes of the town with each house painted in blue.

and Hawa Mahal. The former is Jaipur’s palace, part of

The reason Jodhpur has become the Blue City can be

which is open as a museum displaying a variety of

found in the caste system above all. The system is divided

gorgeous and luxurious articles of the Jaipur royal

into four classes, and the highest class Brahman has blue as

family. Here, you can also see the world’s largest silver

its own color. The Blue City was initiated in 1459 when the

urn as registered in the Guinness Book of Records.

Brahman started to paint their homes with blue to make

The whole building of Hawa Mahal - called the Palace of

them stand out among other classes. They also say that the

Wind - is painted with pink, signifying the Pink City. In

scope of the Blue City was expanded as the staff of the film

1799, Sawaj Pratap Singh is said to have conceived

The Fall painted the houses with blue as the location of the

building a palace with many windows so that women of

film. Anyhow, Jodhpur is a beautiful city where we can

royal family, not easily able to go outside, could see the

meet a diverse range of blue at every corner of the city.

landscape of the town.
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The White City, Udaipur
Last city to be introduced among the color cities is
●

Udaipur known as the most romantic place in the Indian

MIN

continent. Against a backdrop of white beautiful palaces
on Pichola Lake, it is often called the Lake City, Venice

India
●

●

of the East or the White City. This site is the best
honeymoon destination in India’s middle region and
known as t he hone ymo on cours e for Jacqueline
Kennedy and Greece’s shipping tycoon, Aristotle Onasis.
The Golden City, Jaisalmer

The Jaisalmer Fort was built on the around 80m high

It means this place has a truly charming landscape.

Jaisalmer, called the Golden City, is located at one corner

Trikuta hill. Some 5,000 people inhabit the fort along its

The most famed place in Udaipur is the City Palace. The

of the vast Thar Desert. It was called the Golden City

margin and visitors are able to buy souvenirs or presents

palace, located at the east of Lake Pichola, is known as

because of the Jaisalmer Fort that, located between the

easily from the shops. Particularly the evening produces a

the largest palace in Rajasthan state. Mor Chowk

desolate desert and the city, shines with a gold color. The

uniquely calmer atmosphere than in the day and you are

Peacock - an elaborate mosaic version of India’s national

buildings in that area were said to be built with yellow

recommended to visit this fort without fail during your

bird peacock - is worth seeing.

MIN_MOBIS India

sandstone of gold color. The Golden City, built in 1156,

stay at Jaisalmer.

And you may also see Jain Temple at Ranakpur, which is

prospered as a trade route between India and Central Asia

One of must-do activities at Jaisalmer is the camel safari.

famous as the most beautiful temple in India, or Jagdish

India has limitless market potential and so global

for a long time. So, rich merchants and local residents are

There are a number of courses such as one day, two-day/

Mandir Temple serving the highest Hindu god Vishnu.

fierce in this country. Our company is also

said to have built lots of beautiful and brilliant buildings.

one night, and a long-term course. You can decide the

If you want to be relaxed, you may take a walk around

targeting this market by means of parts sales

Private mansions built by the rich like merchants or

course by comparing several tour companies, which offer

the reservoir or look around Lake Pichola on a boat.

activity and strategic products mainly through MIN,

ministers are called Havely, easily found here and there at

different options and prices. Most tourists opt for two-day/

India has limitless charms and attractions. That’s why it

which is divided into three parts: Module Factory in

Jaisalmer. Of these, representing one is Patwan Ki Havely

one night course arranging visits to historic sites or small

becomes one of the best destinations for backpackers

where people can feel the life and culture of the medieval

villages riding on camels until the sunset. It could be a

from around the world. It’s also a great place to take a

period’s wealthy people vividly.

romantic course enjoyable only in the desert, as you have

rest. Let’s dive into the mysterious charms of India - a

dinner, enjoy a campfire and sleep under the stars.

country full of diverse scenes.

MIN : MOBIS India Limited

auto parts manufacturersʼ competition is very

Chennai, Indiaʼs southern part; MIN (MOBIS India
Research and Development) in Hyderabad; Parts
Division (sales/marketing) in Delhi.
In December 2006, our company established a
module factory in Chennai thanks to HYUNDAI
Motor Companyʼs success in small car business.

White
City

Gold
City
2 3

4 5

Since its establishment of Chennai R&D Center in
2007, the company was reborn as MIN R&D
through merger with Chennai Module Corporation
in September 2012. And further MIN took over the
sector of repair parts from Hyundai Motor
Company in May 2007, diversifying its activity.
MIN, committed to being a forward base of core
parts based on outstanding ability of local staff, is
rendering its best effort in diverse areas. And it is
also doing its utmost to make other foreign auto
companies in India besides HYUNDAI Motor
Company its customers. Thatʼs why we look
forward to MINʼs activity and feat to captivate the
hearts of 1.2 billion Indians.

Food Culture
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Written by Editorial Room

To see the history and legend of Pilsner Urquell, you may
visit Plzensky Prazdroj Brewery situated not far from the

Beers not to be
Missed While in
the Czech Republic

old block of Plzeň. Yu can take a brewery tour and enjoy
the highlight of tasting freshly produced beer. And you can
mingle with beer lovers at Pilsner Fest, which is the Czech

Czech
beer

largest beer festival taking place at the end of August every

Pilsner Urquell

Besides Pilsner Urquell, there are many other beers

year.
produced in the Plzeň area - home to Czech beer. Plzeň
also produces ‘Gambrinus’ accounting for 36% of market

hat you must not miss in the Czech Republic is the local beer.

share in the Czech lands since 1869. There is also

With the highest beer consumption per capita in the world, the

‘Budějovický Budvar’ produced at České Budějovice using

first ever record of beer brewing, and the opening of the

barley grown in eastern Moravia, Saaz hops and clean

world’s first beer museum it’s clear that beer culture has long

natural water as well as Czech black beer ‘Kozel’.

been rooted in the Czech Republic. The typical Czech beer

The best place to drink beer in the Czech Republic is a pub

‘Pilsner Urquell’ replaced the previous ale beers with thick

serving fresh beer from a barrel with a stopcock. Most

color and became the starting point of lager culture,

pubs deal with only one brand but some serve various

transforming the course of the world’s beer industry.

brands. As a tradition, beer is served in thick half-liter
mugs. Local people sometimes drink small glasses of beer
Unlike other countries, the Czech Republic does not

during lunchtime.

produce so many kinds of beers. There are only two major

At every village across the country beyond the capital

types classified by light and dark criteria. And yet apart

Praha, you can taste the area’s specialty beers. They boast

from internationally famous brands, there are dozens of

their unique tastes and characters. There are so many

Czech brands. Of these, Czech beer Pilsner Urquell, with a

breweries and pubs awaiting beer lovers. When you visit

thick white head, clear and transparent golden color and

the Czech Republic, don’t miss the taste of the beer!

both bitter and sweet taste, was born at Plzeň in 1842.
Lager type beer accounts for over 90% of the world’s beer
production. By adding Urquell (meaning original) to
differentiate with Pils or Pilsner, this beer gave birth to
today’s Pilsner Urquell brand.
The reason for Pilsner Urquell’s perfect taste is the three
raw ingredients: water, malt and hops. Plzeň’s water is soft
water with low hardness, barley from Bohemia has less
protein, while hops grown in Czech Saaz have unusually
bitter tastes, producing the best beer. And this is
culminated by the traditional Bottom Fermented Beer
process. Most of these brewing facilities with huge bronze
tanks have been modernized and yet principles and
methods follow the tradition of the 19th Century, so we
can drink good beer today.
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Written by Editorial Room

The first part of the film starts with a bank robbery scene.
The gangsters of ‘Shadow᾽ move systematically according
to the instruction of ‘James᾽ who controls the situation
overlooking downtown from the rooftop of a skyscraper, and
then a car chase takes place. The film was shot at Teheranro,
the center of the Gangnam commercial district, which is

Teheranro

often used as the main stage of locations with lots of
skyscrapers on both sides of its 10-lane wide streets. The car
chase scenes of The Avengers were shot here too.
Main alleys appearing in the film are mostly from the
Cheonggyecheon area, which spans from Mojeongyo Bridge
(the most upper bridge of the area, not far from Cheonggye
Square) to Yeongdogyo Bridge (one of the most beautiful

Seoul, South
Korea-As seen
in the Film

Cold Eyes

bridges in the area, near Dongmyo). Cheonggyecheon,
which is a resting place downtown for Seoul citizens, is a
10.84 ㎞ long stream across the downtown of Seoul
connected to the nearby markets. The Cheonggyecheon
restoration project commenced in 2005 restructuring the
previous overpass built to prevent floods and made a stream.

Cold Eyes

If you go to the markets near the Cheongg yecheon
promenade from time to time, you can see landscapes in the
film within walking distance. The alley crossroad where
‘Chief Detective Hwang’, the charismatic surveillance team

Cold Eyes is a crime action film

leader and newcomer ‘Ha Yoon-joo᾽ with a super memory

Kong film Eye in the Sky , deals with the rather unfamiliar

depicting the thrilling investigations of

and sharp eyes confront James several times is called Yeji-

subject of a surveillance team - a special crime unit solely
in charge of surveillance within the police - for the first
time in the country. Using CCTV installed at many
corners and mobile phone call logs, credit card-use records
and controllable traffic signals, the team members keep an
eye on criminals and follow them under cover until they

surveillance experts against crime
organizations in downtown Seoul,
South Korea’s capital. Tense
situations between the chasers and
the chased take place here and there

Cheonggyecheon

Cold Eyes , released in 2013 as a remake of 2007 Hong

dong Watch Alley, which has been a market since the 1960s,
and has now become a site for the exciting chase scenes in

Cold Eyes .
Lastly, Itaewon can’t be missed from this film. This street is
an exotic area where foreigners including US Armed Forces

in Seoul. This column introduces
Seoul as shown in film Cold Eyes that

in Korea, foreign products and foreign cultures gather

are captured. On the other hand, the criminal organization

attempts to convey vivid images of

together. Here, you may meet foreigners very often. Itaewon

‘Shadow’ designs their moving line of crimes by taking

downtown intermingled between the

is a special street leading multinational fusion cultures as a

checks the situation from the vantage point during the
operation and seeks to evade the police. Thrilling chase
scenes between the surveillance team hiding its identity
perfectly among the crowd and criminals leaving no traces
at all unfold through stylish and sophisticated images,
adding to the immersion of the audience.

law and the criminals among huge

tourist hub of both Seoul and Korea, offering the visitors

crowds of the big city.
Cheonggyecheon in the Cold Eyes

advantage of the blind spots in the surveillance system and

various foods, international fashion, stylish cafes an
restaurants.
Even prior to your visit, you may meet Seoul virtually by
watching Cold Eyes adding spatial reality by location to
familiar places from the business centers of Seoul to mazelike alleys and exotic sites.

Fairy Tales of Korea
Compiled by Editorial Room
Illustrated by Park Yu-Ni
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Hong Gildong–joen (The Story of Hong Gildong), Korea’s first
novel, contains the aspirations of ordinary people who wished
to overcome irrational social discrimination and the realities

Korea’s Archetypal
Heroic Novel

Hong Gildong–joen

of that society. The main character Hong Gildong, who
wished to realize an equality of all people in defiance of the
hierarchic society, gave a hard time to the oppressive
officials of the time and was a hero of the people, ultimately
becoming the king of his own country.

Revolting against an Unjust Society
During the Joseon Dynasty, the period of Hong Gildong–joen , the class
system was so strict that even talented and able people were unable to be
recognized unless they were yangban (aristocrat or nobleman). A child’s
status was decided depending on the mother’s status, regardless of the father’s
status. A child born of a concubine was considered illegitimate. and thus
discriminated against though he was the descendant of yangban.
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The plot of Hong Gildong–joen is as below. Though born

government was unable to capture him, the king was

Longing for a Hero Opening a New World

ideology to reform the corrupt society and build a new

as the son of yangban, the main character Hong Gildong

forced to offer him the post of War Minister. He paid

The people, not being educated in Chinese characters

world and has the great implications that it was the first

was an illegitimate son from a concubine. While having

respect to the king in the palace and received the offered

(language of the ruling class), couldn’t read novels easily

social novel criticizing the contradictions of then Joseon

heroic talents and courage, he couldn’t rise to government

post, demonstrating that class barriers could be

until the publication of Hong Gildong–joen . Korean

society.

posts, due to his birth mother’s status. Grasping his own

demolished. And thereafter he disappeared from the

language was used mainly by the common people.

At the time when Hong Gildong–joen was written, the

stature, he gave up learning classics and instead mastered

country.

Considering this as another kind of discrimination, the

people of Joseon were suppressed by the ruling class

swordsmanship and ran away to the forest. On the way, he

He settled down at an islet called Seongdo with his men

author Heo Gyun wrote Hong Gildong–joen in Korean so

wielding strong power. Under such a social atmosphere,

found a den of bandits and became their head. He stole the

and nearby there was an area called Yuldo. Hearing that

that it could be widely read by the people. Hong Gildong–

people clamored for the birth of a hero like Hong Gildong.

property public officials had taken from the people and

its new king, indulged himself while not taking care of

joen was the country’ first Korean novel and was read by

Through the novel, the discriminated and oppressed

distributed them to the hungry people. Hong Gildong is

his people, Hong Gildong conquered Yuldo and became

many people, giving vent to people’s social dissatisfaction.

people could vent their angers and see their hero rise to a

also called Hwalbingdang meaning an outlaw who stole in

the king himself by pacifying and comforting the people.

This novel intactly reveals the author’s revolutionary

government post - that couldn’t be dreamed of under the

order to help the poor. He continued to steal the properties

He ruled the country with virtue.

social system at the time - and eventually become the king

of corrupt public officials or yangban and re-distribute to

The main character Hong Gildong, who couldn’t rise in

of a country. The image of Hong Gildong encouraged

the common people, while during years of bad harvest he

the society just because of being born illegitimate, turned

those that eagerly wished to rise above limitation, instead

forcibly opened the government depots to help the rich.

his despair and anger into strength to fight against the

of being despaired. Here, we see the birth of a hero who,

He caused a commotion across the country because of

status quo. He became a righteous outlaw helping the

not being obedient to the status quo, lived a life for the

his robberies. He was wanted by the government and

poor people. ridiculed corrupt power, realized the

weak who were oppressed by the strong.

surrendered himself to the king. Hong Gildong explained

dreamed-of Utopia and broke down the existing

Despite being a fictional hero, Hong Gildong’s righteous

the reason for his ‘crimes’ as well as the tough position of

inequalities of the society.

and brave fight to alter the society always excited

t he p e ople to t he king t hen dis app e are d. As t he

Hong Gildong–joen

readers.
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Written by Editorial Room

Currently, Korea’s popular culture is all about

broadcasting in 2008. In the beginning, Food Broadcasting

‘Cooking Broadcasting’ - talking about how to

excited people’s curiosity with programs of food easily

reasons for the increase of popularity of food
broadcasting can be found from people’s
longing for familial affection because of the
increase of one person households and busy

accessible all around them and, in step with the increase of
its popularity, has changed to the form of satisfying the
viewers’ needs instead through more particular and not
easily found foods. Broadcasting stations used to air
dramas like Let’s Eat with a main theme of eating and

company life nowadays. In other words,

many talent shows air dining scenes. Food Broadcasting

Cooking Broadcasting and Food Broadcasting

programs to the purport of having one delicious meal has

have become very popular by comforting

stirred people’s appetites and contributed to dining and

people’s loneliness and emptiness and
indirectly satisfying their desire for family.

Cooking Shows are Taking
Over from Food Shows

delivery culture: Gourmet Road introducing the country’s
famous eating houses; Tasty Road aiming at women’s
particular tastes and likings; Delicious Guys introducing
how to eat tasty food more effectively.
A s p e o p l e b e g a n t o s h o w l e s s i nt e r e s t i n Fo o d
Broadcasting, new content has been born. ‘Cooking

Celebrity’s Fridge

Broadcasting’ about how to eat well. One of

Three Meals a Day

make food well - following ‘Food

Broadcasting’ conveying unique recipes as well as the fun
of the cooking process. Popular programs include: What

Delicious Guys

What Shall We Eat Today?

Traditionally, Koreans have shared family time by eating

Shall We Eat Today? where invited experts of home meals
or famous chefs share family-style food recipes; Olive
Show which conveys information to make tasty food in an

together but these days it is becoming harder to dine with

easy way through the secret knowhow of handsome guys;

the family. Experts analyze that Food Broadcasting is

Three Meals a Day where the cast cook food using

popular because contemporary people can get vicarious

ingredients they grew and caught themselves in fishing

satisfaction as if dining together by looking at scenes of

and farming villages; Celebrity’s Fridge where chefs

eating. And people may often suffer stress or scars due to

introduce simple dishes from food in the celebrity’s fridge

tough realities and uncertainty of the future and so may

and evaluate the taste; Wednesday Gourmet Club which

want to experience self-healing by making food, resulting

briefly introduces the history and story of food, without

in the rise of popular culture contents related with food

making food.

and cooking. The value of eating is changing because more

The viewers can have more fun by watching the cooking

people think they have to eat even one meal well.

process themselves and often cook delicious foods

Previously food was just to be eaten meal by meal but these

following recipes learned from the shows. Diverse SNS

days more people tend to think they should have at least

and blogs have more postings related with food, amid

one decent meal.

heightened interest in cooking. For the time being, Korean
people will continue their interest in Food Broadcasting

Evolution from ‘Food Broadcasting’ to
‘Cooking Broadcasting’
Stories of food and cooking appeared in existing broadcast
programs from time to time but Food Broadcasting is
assumed to have started on a full scale from internet

and Cooking Broadcasting.

Tasty Road

Why is Food Broadcasting Popular?
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Written by Kim Dong-Eun, Reporter of Maeil Business Newspaper

speaking or voice may not be favorable to others, it will be
intriguing to install options using pre-stored voices as found

On clogged roads, cars cut in without blinkers and in that case, it

in navigation systems.

is hard for a driver to curb his or her abruptly-exploding emotions.

The reason for wishing for emergence of various

However, there is no other way but to blow a horn several times.
These days, retaliatory driving is on the increase. Is there really

communication methods between vehicles is because the

no way to prevent retaliatory driving?

development of the automobile technology has always
brought about positive changes to human society. Before the
appearance of safety belts or airbags, people just thought

No Way to Prevent Retaliatory
Driving?

that a car is well as far as it drives well. In the past, safety of
the people in the car was their own responsibility, not a
matter of the auto companies.
However, the advancement of all technologies related with
automobiles has made life more convenient and
comfortable and this trend seems to continue. So, quite
naturally, I believe the technology to prevent retaliatory
driving can be developed by auto companies.
Like the Korean saying, ‘No one spits on a smiling face’,
human feelings are quite changeable depending on how the

Retaliatory Driving Must Not Happen

drivers expressed feeling of being sorry, they would not

Methods to Communicate

other party responds in a situation. Technology to deal with

There are increasingly more cases in which traffic

have behaved that way. That means we can prevent

between Drivers Needed

human feelings carefully must be a significant technical

accidents occur these days as the victims, unable to control

retaliatory driving if there is a way for both parties to

If so, how about the automobile companies proactively

challenge in the auto industry. In the near future, I hope

their anger, tailgate and threaten the interfering car. This

communicate while driving.

developing various functions to allow active communi-

HYUNDAI MOBIS and other auto companies in the

behavior is usually called ‘retaliatory driving’ or ‘road rage’.

Let’s imagine a situation when driving your car. You don’t

cation between drivers.

country take the initiative to develop technology enabling

Certainly, it should never occur as such behavior may pose

have a way to communicate with the other driver.

The first idea imaginable is to put an emoticon on the rear

smooth communication between drivers. Besides, it would

a serious threat to the drivers themselves and to others.

Especially if the other car has dark tinting as it happens

window. The other driver may calm down if the cutting-in

be meaningful if Korea’s driving culture were to be upgraded

Thus, the country’s courts, deeming retaliatory driving as

sometimes these days, you are not able to recognize the

driver expresses an apology using a cute emoticon. Or the

one step further, based on such a development.

an act of violence, began to impose criminal punishments

other driver’s feelings. So, the driver who makes a mistake

emoticon could be manipulated to show some brief text. I

and the National Police Agency decided to set up

can not easily express his apology and the other driver,

presume this is available even now by application of HUD

investigation task forces at 250 police stations across the

without receiving any apology, may be inclined to threaten

technology - often used in cars.

country in July.

physically by retaliatory driving.

Assuming a circumstance in which the driver cannot easily

However, ordinary people may have different views. In

That said, there may be some ways for both parties to

press the emoticon button owing to a sudden lane change,

most cases, they defend the assailant’s behavior, thinking

communicate. Above all, we can consider a way to express

we can consider a method to automatically post an

“it’s the other driver fault”. It’s because ordinary people

the feeling of being sorry by raising a hand. But supposed

emoticon in the rear window. This method may be

might have more experiences of getting annoyed by rude

the other car has dark tinting, this gesture may not be

implemented by using both the technology to warn lane

drivers on the roads rather than being a victim of

visible to him or her. Lighting an emergency light may be

deviation and information of sensors measuring the

retaliatory driving.

one way to express such feeling, which is not easy to do

distance between the two cars.

Experts say one of reasons retaliatory driving is increasing

actually. In foreign countries, a high beam is said to be

A more sure method than this is to directly express an

is the difficulty of ‘communication’ while driving. Actually,

used, which is not applicable to our country where it is

apology to the rear car using short-distance communication

many prosecuted retaliatory drivers said that if counterpart

normally used as a warning.

technology. If the potential user thinks their own way of
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Photo Contest

In the Editorial Room

The Newsletter
Editorial Room is always open!

‘Halidere’, located 40㎞ from our factory (MTR:
MOBIS Automotive and Module Industry A.S),
is my lovely hometown. I was born here, grew
up here and still live here. It has fabulous
landscapes during both day and night. I am

The MOBIS newsletter has been revamped to

grateful to my family and ancestors that I am

share more stories with all of its colleagues from around the world.
The newsletter now plans to instantly deliver stories from MOBIS and to share quality

surrounded with this kind of nice environment.

information contributed from our global readers, so please share your stories with us.

This site is always with me, whenever I have a

Send us comments about any particular thing you liked or didn’t like about the newsletter,

nice time with my family, friends or when I
wander like a cloud. This photo was taken on
my way back from fishing. This beautiful

or even write us columns or give us some new ideas.
written by Selim Turkozu(MTR)

We will listen to your opinions to create a better and more informative newsletter.

scenery is fabulous, isn’t it? Kocaeli province has
a wide range of seasides and all people who live

●

or work in Kocaeli are lucky people like me.

Photo Contest

Notice

A photo with a precious memory warms

Newsletter <HYUNDAI MOBIS> is now available on smartphone and

your heart. Why don’t you share it with

tablet PC.

other MOBIS families rather than only

You can now see <HYUNDAI MOBIS> easily using your smartphone

enjoying it by yourself? A family picture

or tablet PC. Please scan the QR code marked on the table of

that you keep close to your heart, a photo

contents using smartphone or tablet PC and you can see <HYUNDAI

of your pet that greets you wagging its tail,

MOBIS> optimized for your screen. Your smartphone allows you to

etc. Whatever story it might have is good.

see <HYUNDAI MOBIS> at any time and place, not only in English

Automotive Parts Co., Ltd) organized one round of heated basketball

Send photos via email if you would like it

and Chinese versions but also in Korean.

games. This event turned out a great success thanks to aggressive

to appear in our newsletter.
●●●

written by Ma Wen Ping(MBJ)

Amid that splendid heatwave last summer, MBJ(Beijing MOBIS

participation of all the attendants such as publicity of participating
players, careful preparation, exciting games as well as entertainment
after the games.
The players did their best passionately, producing excellent and

I f there are any other stories, articles, or
opinions with a photo that you want to feature
on the MOBIS newsletter, please send them
to us. We will choose a lucky winner who will
receive a small prize.

Korea

English

exciting games. They showed off their skills such as dribbling, jump
shots, one hand slum dunks, fierce defence and speedy intercepting,
providing the spectators with fun and excitement to the last
moment.
Every scene may represent the aggressiveness and competitive spirit
of Mobisians as well as the spirit of HYUNDAI MOBIS - always
being No. 1.

PERSON IN CHARGE
Assistant Manager Ray Paik of the Headquarters
PR Management Team
Email_ ray@mobis.co.kr
Address_ Newsletter, PR Management Team
(Seoul International Tower 8th floor 203 Teheranro,
Gangnam-gu Seoul, Korea)
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